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The critical role of research in tackling the 
COVID-19 pandemic 



Developing a Global Research Agenda

• Origins of the virus
• Virology, transmission and diagnostics
• Epidemiological studies
• Clinical management
• Infection prevention and control
• Therapeutics
• Vaccines 
• Ethics and social science 



Global collaboration at an unprecedented scale







Knowledge generation starts in higher education institutions 

Universities have the capacity and expertise and able to 
bring a multidisciplinary approach to a problem

Academic experts have played leading roles in governmental  
committees and programmes

Collaborations between universities and national public 
health institutes have facilitated much of the COVID-19 
response 

Well-established partnerships with donors who made long-
term investments in African research and capacity building 

Trusted (and independent) source of factual information to 
communities 

Universities have become central to COVID-19 response
Ayoade MJ Oduola, Chelsey R Canavan, Olufunmilayo I Fawole and Wafaie
Fawzi 22 September 2021. University World News - Africa
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COVID-19 has changed the way we do science 

• Research informing policy real-time
• Public engagement in science
• Unpublished data shared on Twitter
• Open science and open data initiatives
• Projects and funding catalogued and 

tracked
• Huge investment in vaccine science 

(OWS $18 billion)
• Close collaboration with industry  



Explosion of scientific information

• >180,000 COVID-19 publications on 
PubMed
• 4% of all research outputs in 2020
• Pre-print servers (BioRxiv, MedRxiv)
• Accelerated peer-review and 

publication 
• 80% are open access 
• AI-powered literature reviews 



Genomic surveillance of SARS-CoV-2

• Track spread of viral variants around the world 
•Measure rate of viral evolution and assess 

therapeutic effectiveness
• GISAID – data sharing repository established 

for influenza now has over 3 million 
sequences 
• Rapid exchange and analysis of sequence data 

for global public health benefit 
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*This represents the cleaned, de-duplicated dataset of unique sequences. Thanks to Dr Jinal Bhiman, NICD

Number of South African genomes deposited on GISAID, by 
specimen collection week, 2020 and 2021

(N=19 063*) Sequencing data 
ending epi week 37 
(ending 18 
September 2021)



Alpha Beta Gamma Delta



Prevalence of Variants of Concern (VOC) and Variants of Interest (VOI) 
in May – September 2021 sequences, South Africa

The Delta variant 
dominated in July and 
August in South Africa.

Beta variant dominated 
in May, but the Delta 

variant started to 
dominate in June

Jinal Bhiman
Cathrine Scheepers



48% KO

Wibmer et al., Nature Medicine, 2021

SARS-CoV-2 Beta variant shows substantial or complete escape from:
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n=57A B

9-fold reduction 3-fold reduction

48% 7%

Sequence confirmed
n=22C 14%

4-fold reduction 3-fold increase

0%D
Tested on 501Y.V3

n=10

Original 501Y.V2

Infecting virus:

n=44

Infected with original 
D614G variant

Original       Beta

• Three classes of therapeutically 
relevant monoclonal antibodies 

• Neutralizing antibodies in COVID-19 
convalescent plasma

• ChAdOx1-nCoV19 and Ad26.COV2.S 
vaccine sera. However, questions 
remain about level and mechanism of 
protection from severe infection 
(Madhi et al., 2021; Moore et al., 
2021) 



Summary and concluding thoughts

• Research has delivered COVID vaccines in record time – triumph of 
science 
• Existing platforms and networks were rapidly pivoted and significant 

funding for new initiatives made available
• Universities have played critical role in COVID response 
• Highlighted the importance of investment in basic and clinical research 
• Need to invest in local manufacturing (reagents and vaccines)
• New research challenges will continue to emerge including new VOC


